
Enjoy the opportunity to create something new with
things you can find at home! These activities will

focus on fine motor skills, relaxation techniques and
sensory stimulation. Each activity was created for

children with disabilities ages 7-21 but can be
adapted to those of ALL ages and abilities. 

Let's Get
Creative!

An arts and crafts
activity kit

Activities in this kit: 
Hand Mandala
Dragon Puppet

Egg Crate Camel 
Snow Dough
Stress Ball



Activity leader will provide a large piece of paper
and coloring utensils 
The activity leader will give the instructions to the
activity

The participant will trace both their hands onto
the piece of paper
In each finger on the left hand, the participant
will write a trait they like about themselves
In each finger on the right hand, the
participant will write what they want to work on
or achieve in the future
The participant will then be able to decorate
and color their mandala hands in anyway they
prefer
This activity can be made easier/harder for the
person participating 

Large piece of construction paper 
Coloring utensils 

Procedure: 
1.

2.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

 
Materials

 

Hand Mandala

Teaching
Opportunity:
This is a great

time to practice
positive self-
image in your

kids! 



Prior to the activity, the leader should print out a
dragon picture
The activity leader will give the instructions to the
activity

The participant will cut out the silhouette of the
dragon, and then cut off the middle portion of the
dragon 
The participant will then color and decorate the
remaining portions of the dragon
The participant will cut and then fold their paper
or streamers in an accordion like fashion and
loosely stretch them out
The participant will then tape or glue the
streamers/paper to the back side of each section
of the dragon
Tape/glue sticks or straws to the bottom of the
dragon to make handles for the puppet
Streamers/paper can be attached to the bottom of
the dragon to makes legs, as well as onto the
mouth of the dragon to resemble fire

Dragon print out 
Coloring utensils 
Scissors
Glue
Straws/sticks
Construction paper/streamers 

Procedure: 
1.

2.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

 
Materials

 

Dragon Puppet  

Teaching
Opportunity: Use this
activity to teach the
kids about Chinese

culture and the
significance of the

Chinese dragon



Prior to the activity, the leader should cut an empty egg
crate into sections of 2, leaving them attached
The activity leader will give the instructions to the activity

The participant will  paint/color the egg crate brown
and set it aside
 Next, the participant should cut 2 pieces of brown
construction paper, one for the tail and one for the head.
An adult should assist with this as needed. 

The tail should have cuts at the end to resemble a frill 
The head shape should be cute to include a neck and
head. Draw a mouth, nose, eyes and ears with a
black marker

The participant will then take tape or glue pipe cleaners
to the egg crate. An alternative to pipe cleaners can be
clothes pins. If using pipe cleaners-- twirl the pipe
cleaner around your finger so that the pipe cleaner
looks like a sprial
Tape/glue the head piece and tail to either side of the
egg crate piece
Once the camel has dried, the camel is ready to play! 

Egg crate
Scissors
Tape/glue
Pipe cleaners/clothes pins
Construction paper
Black marker
Brown paint/marker and brush 

Procedure: 
1.

2.
a.

b.

i.
ii.

c.

d.

e.
 

Materials

 

Egg Carton Camel

Teaching Opportunity:
Use this activity to
educate your kids

about a camel's
anatomy and how they
keep themselves safe

in the heat of the
desert! 



Teaching
Opportunity: Use

this activity to
teach your kids

about how mixing
two ingredients can

make something
new!

Prior to the activity, the leader should collect the
materials and have them ready 
The participant and leader should then follow the
Snow Dough recipe

Measure 1 cup of corn starch into bowl
Measure 2 tablspoons of vegetable oil into
bowl
Sitr mixture until combined 
Stop stirring when mixture becomes a solid,
dough-like substance
If dough mixture is dry and crumbly, add an
additional 1-2 tablespoon(s) of vegetable oil 

Once the snow dough is solid, play away! 

1 bowl 
1 spoon
1 cup corn starch 
1-3 tablespoons of vegetable oil 
Measuring spoons/cups 
Paper towels for clean up 

Procedure: 
1.

2.

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

3.
 

Materials 

Snow Dough



Teaching
Opportunity: Take
this opportunity to

talk to your kids
about healthy

coping mechanisms
and their role in

stress management

Prior to the activity, the activity leader should have
all materials set up.
The activity leader and participant should then
follow these instructions

Cut the tips off of 2 balloons (the side that is
typically used to tie the balloon
Fill a plastic sandwich size baggy 1/3 of the
way full with rice or flour
Put the sandwich baggy into one of the
balloons 

The the baggy does not fit, take out some of
the rice/flour
If the baggy is to small in the balloon, add
more rice/flour to your liking

Place the second balloon around the first
balloon, so that the first balloon's opening is
fully covered

Your stress ball is ready to use!

2 balloons
Plastic sandwich baggy
Flour/rice as filling for the stress ball  

Procedure: 
1.

2.

a.

b.

c.

i.

ii.

d.

3.

Materials 

Homemade Stress Ball


